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Unique Advantages of Satellite Data
Spatial Coverage & Changes over Time 
2005
2018
Satellite data are validated with 
independent observations (e.g., 
AQS, NASA field campaigns) and 
emissions (e.g., CEMS)
OMI Nitrogen Dioxide: 
NO2
(gridded to ~10x10 km2)
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July 13, 2019    Can you see the mountains?!
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Wildfires are part of the problem
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Suomi NPP VIIRS True Color Image
November 10, 2016
Atlanta
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OpenAQ Surface Monitor Locations Population Density
openaq.org
Most global citizens have little or no access to air quality information, but most have access to 
the internet and, therefore, could have access if the information is made available.
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 250 Chemical 
Species 
 725 Chemical 
Reactions
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Big Data
Every afternoon a 5-day forecast is produced
25x25 km2
72 levels
＝ 75 Million data points per time step!
Output:
Chemistry and Meteorology fields
15 minute “surface” 
1-hour average and instantaneous 2D & 3D 
k.e.knowland@nasa.gov
christoph.a.keller@nasa.govhttps://gmao.gsfc.nasa.gov/weather_prediction/GEOS-CF/
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GEOS-CF 3D and 2D data since 1 January 2018:
1) Download from the NASA Data Portal





Where to find GEOS-CF 
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Where to find GEOS-CF 
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Maps available at fluid.nccs.nasa.gov/cf
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Maps available at fluid.nccs.nasa.gov/cf
a mobile-friendly website 
k.e.knowland@nasa.gov
christoph.a.keller@nasa.govhttps://gmao.gsfc.nasa.gov/weather_prediction/GEOS-CF/
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3. USA cities – not even 
all capital cities!
4. World cities
NASA supports NASA science
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NASA supports NASA science
 8 Chemistry Fields 
 29 pre-determined regions…20 more 
regions than GEOS NWP maps!
k.e.knowland@nasa.gov
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Added features to FLUID in Development 
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Development by Brent 
Smith and Callum
Wayman, SSAI/GMAO
Thanks to support from NASA 
HQ Applied Sciences and Army 
Public Health Center for the 
development of new capabilities 
in FLUID
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Added features to FLUID in Development 
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Development by Brent 
Smith and Callum
Wayman, SSAI/GMAO
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Development by Brent Smith and Callum Wayman, SSAI/GMAO
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Added features to FLUID in Development 
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in 3 user-friendly 
formats
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Added features to FLUID in Development 
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Development by Brent Smith and Callum Wayman, SSAI/GMAO
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3 monitoring stations in 
Leon, Mexico
 1 in one grid box
 2 share a grid box
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Two observation sites in 
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Use machine learning to correct for small scale 
variability and/or model biases
 Algorithm: gradient boosted decision trees (XGBoost)





Emissions (not yet used)
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Improve local forecasts using statistical bias correction
Two observation sites in 
the same grid box
 GEOS-CF+ML 
captures diurnal 
variability at sub-grid 
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• Distribute Forecasts 
• Handle Messaging
• Broaden ML application
Other Partners
IBM, APHC, UNICEF, etc.
k.e.knowland@nasa.gov
christoph.a.keller@nasa.govhttps://gmao.gsfc.nasa.gov/weather_prediction/GEOS-CF/
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Summary
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• GEOS-CF produces daily global air quality forecasts at 
25km (16 miles) horizontal resolution in near-real time !!
• Data and visualizations available to the public on NASA 
server and websites
• Exploring internal options as well as outside help to reach 




k.e.knowland@nasa.gov ::  christoph.a.keller@nasa.gov
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Thank you!
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https:/fluid.nccs.nasa.gov/cf
